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Abstract— HTA is a major public health problem worldwide. 

Indeed, previous studies have reported that 26.4% of the adult 

population was hypertensive, for an estimated total of 972 

million people: 333 million in developed countries and 639 

million in developing countries. For the year 2025, researchers 

estimated that 29.2% of the adult population will be 

hypertensive, which represents 1.56 billion individuals, leading 

by consequent to an increase of 60% in 25 years. In addition, the 

morbidity and the mortality caused by this disease is increasing 

in a remarkable way in the developing countries. 

In Morocco hypertension prevalence data are very scare and 

limited, the national survey of the Ministry of Health conducted 

in 2000, reveals a prevalence of 33.6%; a rate that remains high 

as in other Maghreb or in Mediterranean countries.  

With regard to the factors involved in this epidemiological 

situation, it is clear that the radical and irreversible change in 

lifestyle has contributed significantly to the increase in chronic 

disease rates, including hypertension. The other main factors 

could be summarized as: age, food, sedentary lifestyle. It should 

be noted that there is a almost absence of studies on the 

prevalence of hypertension and the associated factors in 

Morocco, which in itself is a limiting factor for understanding 

the etiology of hypertension. The prevalence of hypertension in 

Morocco remains high, investigations carried out in this context 

could improve scientific knowledge and thus, contribute to the 

prevention and control of the various factors associated with 

this disease. 

The objective of this work is to summarize the published 

work, in relation with the prevalence of hypertension and 

associated factors in Morocco. 

Index Terms— Associated factors, Blood hypertension, 

Morocco, prevalence. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Hypertension is a major concern for public health systems 

in both developed and developing countries [1; 2]. It 

constitutes a major cause of death and morbidity in 

cardiovascular medicine. More than a quarter of the world's 

adult population is hypertensive [3], or one billion people 
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with high blood pressure. The hypertension burden weighs 

heavily on complications and health expenditures. 

Morocco is a country experiencing a double transition, 

demographic and nutritional giving rise to a high prevalence 

of hypertension, maintained by economic, social, nutritional 

and environmental factors and which is accentuated in 

combination with communicable and infectious diseases 

[20]. 

The present work consists of the elaboration of a 

bibliographic review examining the work done on the 

prevalence of hypertension and related factors in Morocco. 

II. METHODS 

In this review, we have included reports, articles, abstracts 

and dissertations from doctoral theses in medicine. The 

results of the scientific work were downloaded from the 

following search engines (databases): PubMed, Google 

Scholar and Science Direct. The main keywords used in this 

research were: hypertension, associated factors, prevalence 

and Morocco. We prioritized the studies and the original 

works related to the hypertension, the data of these studies 

were analyzed and confronted to make sure of their relevance. 

III.    CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE 

In Morocco, hypertension is one of the main reasons for 

consultation in outpatient health services. It constitutes the 

major cause of cardiovascular disease, which is one of the 

leading causes of morbidity, disability and death [15]. These 

diseases place a heavy burden on the individual, the 

community and the health system. Their cost of care in public 

health practice is very high [15]. Similarly, a very large 

number of hypertensives fail to achieve adequate control of 

their blood pressure; a national longitudinal study has 

revealed that more than half of hypertensive patients (52.5%) 

had a high or extremely high cardiovascular risk, and that 

abdominal obesity was the most common cardiovascular risk 

factor (61.7%) [39]. Almost all the articles included in this 

study consider hypertension as a major public health problem 

in both developed and emerging countries. The situation in 

Morocco is shared with the other Maghreb countries, Boukli 

Hacène and Meguenni (2007) indicate that Algeria is in an 

epidemiological transition phase revealed by the country's 

health statistics, and that the growing burden of no 

communicable diseases is threatening [10]. High rates of 

hypertension and poor care in countries in 

sub-Saharan-Africa have led to disastrous health 

complications such as stroke [7], 7.5 million deaths (12.8% 

of deaths) [8]. In developed countries, the World Health 
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Organization (WHO) reports hypertension as the leading 

cause of death, affecting more than one in three adults [32]. 

Epidemiological data show that hypertension is strongly 

associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular diseases [9]. 

Generally, hypertension leads to the reduction of the life span 

from 10 to 20 years [11]. 

IV. RESULTS 

The bibliographic analysis reveals the existence of 9 articles 

that refer to the prevalence of hypertension and associated 

factors in the Moroccan context. The prevalence rates 

selected for these different items vary between 33.6% and 

55%., Thus, according to the survey of the Ministry of Health 

in 2000, conducted on a representative sample of the 

Moroccan population aged 20 and over, and which aimed to 

identify the risk factors or protective factors of hypertension 

and the determination of the rate of its detection and 

treatment, the recorded rate was at 33.6%. This rate is in the 

range of 38.6% in the Haouz region (Marrakech) according to 

a study that has was conducted among 451 people aged 20 

and over residing in the Azguour Valley (Amizmiz circle, 

Tahanawt province, wilaya of Marrakech). However, the 

study of a sample of 306 subjects aged 65 years and over in 

the province of Safi, which aimed to determine the 

prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors in this population, 

recorded a prevalence of order of 55%. The lowest prevalence 

rate was recorded in the provinces of Khemissat and El Jadida 

(16.7%) [40]. 

The risk factors identified in the various studies are: smoking, 

unhealthy diet, excessive salt intake, sedentary lifestyle, 

overweight, obesity, age and hereditary factor. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Characteristics of data published in selected articles 

According to the criteria we have selected, only 9 articles 

have dealt with this issue of hypertension in Morocco. 

However, the Ministry of Health survey conducted in 2000 

was the only one which addressed the prevalence and factors 

associated with hypertension. Five other studies reported the 

prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors in Marrakech, Safi 

in Meknes, Oujda, Khemissat and El Jadida. It should be 

noted that two studies were devoted to the study of the 

diabetes and hypertension association on the one hand, and 

obesity and hypertension on the other hand, in the eastern 

region of Morocco. The last national longitudinal survey 

selected in this literature review included 909 hypertensive 

patients. It has aimed to determine the proportion of patients 

with controlled hypertension and to describe the 

cardiovascular risk profile in hypertensive patients in 

Morocco. 

Although it is the only source that has specifically dealt with 

hypertension, the national prevalence survey shows two 

limitations: the lack of completeness of the data, or even the 

absence of relevant details in the subject and the age of the 

data. 

The studies carried out in the aforementioned Moroccan 

cities can not claim to be a relevant source either, since 

hypertension has not been treated as a separate pathology but 

as a factor associated with other diseases such as diabetes and 

obesity. In addition, these studies are specific and 

geographically limited and reflecting a lifestyle different from 

other Moroccan regions. 

B. Prevalence of hypertension 

The epidemiological situation of hypertension in Morocco 

shows that it is a serious problem of public health. The 

reviewed studies show a high prevalence of hypertension. A 

survey conducted in 2000 nationwide showed that 33.6% of 

Moroccans aged 20 and over are hypertensive [1]. The 

highest value was recorded in the region of El Haouz (38.6%) 

according to the study conducted by Zaki and Aboussaad 

(2004). The prevalence of hypertension increases 

significantly with age; it is 53.8% among people over 40 

years of age and 72.2% among those aged 65 and over [33]. In 

the province of Safi, it reaches 55% among the population 

aged 65 and over [27]. Another study of the general 

population of the city of Khemissat and El Jadida, which 

involved a sample of 10524 subjects, reported a prevalence of 

hypertension of 16.7% [40]. 

Compared with the Maghreb countries, there is a noticeable 

difference between the prevalence recorded in Morocco and 

those of other countries, especially the neighboring countries. 

According to a WHO report on the global situation of no 

communicable diseases in 2010, the prevalence of 

hypertension in this region is 45.8% in Libya, 40% in Egypt 

and 38% in Tunisia [25]. In Algeria, the prevalence found is 

of the order of 35.3% according to a survey carried out at the 

national level [36]. 

At the Mediterranean level, the prevalence recorded in 

Morocco is much lower than that recorded in Spain 42.6% 

(49.9% for men and 37.1% for women) [35], in Portugal, 

which reaches 54, 7% for men and 41.1% for women aged 35 

to 64 [37] and in Italy (34%) [34]. In France, approximately 7 

million patients are treated for hypertension, and it has been 

estimated that several million unmanaged hypertensives [12], 

the prevalence reported in this country is almost similar to 

that of Morocco, it is around 34.8% [24]. 

At the continental level, it is clear that the difference between 

national prevalence and that of sub-Saharan countries 

remains significant, since hypertension affects 28% of the 

sub-Saharan population [3]. Indeed, the rates of hypertensives 

aged 20 and over respectively reach 15.1%, 23.9%, 27.50%, 

28% and 31.1%, in Cameroon, South Africa, Senegal, in 

Zimbabwe and Tanzania [20]. 

It appears from the comparisons made previously, that the 

prevalence of hypertension in Morocco is close to that of 

neighboring countries, it becomes lower in going up north 

and higher in relation to the country of the south. In general, 

the prevalence of hypertension is higher in the northern 

countries which are more developed with a Westernized way 

of life (quality and quantity of industrialized foods, low level 

of physical activity, stressful lifestyle), unlike the southern 

country. 

C. Factors associated with hypertension 

The analysis of the different studies dealing with 

hypertension in the Moroccan context, shows that age, 

gender, local eating habits (excessive consumption of salt) 

and lifestyle (sedentary lifestyle, smoking and alcohol), as 

well as the hereditary factor [6] remain the main risk factors. 

With regard to the age factor, the prevalence of hypertension 

in Morocco was respectively 19.2% [1], 30% [1], 51.1% [1], 

63.3% [1] et 71% [1]  in the age groups of 20 to 34 years, 35 
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to 44 years, 45 à 54 years, 55 à 64 years and 65 and over Thus, 

it appears that the increase in blood pressure and the risk of 

cardiovascular mortality are predominant in the elderly [1] in 

agreement with previous studies in other countries [2; 8; 20; 

21; 23; 25; 26; 35; 36]. 

The analysis of these data also shows that HTA affects 

women much more than men, (37% vs. 30.6%) [1], (41% vs. 

35.8%) in Safi [16] and (21.9% against 15.4%) in Marrakech 

[27]. In Oujda, a study conducted on 624 women of 

childbearing age, non-pregnant, with no known pathology 

found that the most represented cardiovascular risk factors 

are abdominal obesity (79.1%) and hypertension (35%) 

[38].The results of the work carried out in Morocco relating 

the age and sex factors, are in agreement with the data 

obtained in the Mediterranean carrier and at the continental 

level. In Algeria, the HTA gains more ground in the age group 

of 55 to 70 years, with a predominance of women (20% for 

men and 28.5% for women) [2;19] However, other studies 

report a prevalence of 49.7% in women and 51.3% in men 

[17;18]. In Tunisia and Lebanon, 36% of women are 

hypertensive against 25% of men in Tunisia [25] and 35.4% 

against 27.3% in Lebanon [26]. 

 In France, the frequency of hypertension is at level of 33% in 

males and 37% in females. In the general population, it 

reaches 61% for men and 74% for women aged from 65 to 74 

years old [23]. With respect to age, the risk of being 

hypertensive is 11 times higher in the age group 55 to 64 

years and 25 times higher in the age group 65 years and older 

[13;24]. 

Studies in sub-Saharan Africa report identical results [3], 

with 70% of people aged 50 and over suffering from 

hypertension, its prevalence increasing to 65% among older 

respondents aged 65 and over [20; 21]. 

With regard to data relating socio-economic and cultural 

status, dietary and toxic habits (alcohol, tobacco) and lifestyle 

habits are almost absent to our knowledge. However, in 

developing countries factors related to the place of residence 

and the socio-economic affect significantly the prevalence. 

There is some unequal distribution between the South and the 

North and between rural and urban areas [22]. In France, for 

example, the prevalence is higher in Lille and Strasbourg than 

in Toulouse, and is very prevalent in the north compared to 

the south [24]. Indeed, urbanization caused by the 

proportional, increases the prevalence of hypertension in 

areas called traditional or rural, the difference between the 

two environments illustrates the negative impact of 

urbanization on the determinants of risk cardiovascular in 

general and hypertension in particular [3]. 

For socioeconomic characteristics, the rate of hypertension is 

higher among illiterate or low-educated people. In people 

who are generally active, the prevalence does not exceed 7% 

[22]. The percentage of hypertensives is lower for executives 

and people in higher intellectual occupations (10%). The 

income bracket is a determining factor that is important for 

the prevalence of hypertension, and is more important for 

people with limited income. On the marital status side, 

widows and married or divorced persons are more affected by 

this pathology [22]. In the same vein, Laid et al (2005) add 

that the unschooled and the unprofessional are also the most 

exposed to develop an arterial hypertension [2], except for the 

Lebanese women whose education level is not associated 

with the occurrence of hypertension [26]. 

In general, a change in the prevalence of hypertension 

according to socio-economic level was raised, so the lower 

the socio-economic level is, the higher the prevalence of 

hypertension exists. Merle et al (2009) and Elasmi (2009) 

reported that people with a lower socio-economic level are 

three times more likely to have hypertension according to 

studies in Tunisia and France [13;25]. 

The relationship observed between smoking and 

hypertension is very significant; smokers are twice as likely 

to develop hypertension as non-smokers or former smokers 

[22]. In addition, 55% of hypertension cases are most often 

caused by non-compliance with dietary and lifestyle 

measures. The risk of hypertension is decreased among 

physical activity practitioners by 30 to 60 minutes of walking 

a day. The risk of hypertension also falls for those who 

consume fish and fruit at most once a week [1]. Thus, 

physical activity and adherence to the Lebanese 

Mediterranean diet was associated with lower blood pressure 

[26]. In the sub-saharan region, a significant association with 

unadulterated salt intake and estrogen intake and high 

hypertension was reported [21]. 

Diabetes and obesity are two risk factors that are strongly 

associated with hypertension. Thus, 55% of a population of 

diabetics hospitalized at the University Hospital Center of 

Oujda, are hypertensive, moreover macro-angiopathic 

complications are identified in 45% of these hypertensives 

[29]. According to another survey conducted in the same 

region, hypertension was associated with obesity in 50% of 

cases [30]. 

Studies in Western countries confirm the previously cited 

findings, and concluded that hypertensives are people with 

the following characteristics: abdominal obesity [22], 

diabetes [18], and reduced physical activity [13]. The most 

incriminated factor in the occurrence of hypertension is the 

body mass index (BMI): obese subjects are three times more 

likely to develop hypertension [3] than subjects with normal 

BMI [23], this index persists as the only contributing factor to 

hypertension in both sexes [26]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

High blood pressure is a disease that is gaining ground in 

Morocco; it is a major risk factor for cardiovascular diseases 

that disrupts the well-being of the Moroccan population. 

The results from the various studies conducted in the 

Moroccan context, even if they are rare, are very alarming, 

revealing a very high prevalence, a low rate of detection of 

control and treatment. 

The study of the risk factors of hypertension in the Moroccan 

citizen shows that this risk increases steadily with age in both 

sexes and is higher in rural areas and among diabetics. Only 

the introduction of a healthy lifestyle can affect 

cardiovascular risk factors in general and hypertension in 

particular, this way of doing will certainly have positive 

effects on the well-being of the population. 

In the light of this literature review, it appears that several 

avenues of research can be pursued in the Moroccan context, 

we cite the study of the association between nutritional and 

epidemiological transition and the prevalence of 

hypertension, comparative studies of the prevalence of 

hypertension between age groups and between environments, 

with emphasis on the different characteristics of each 

environment and age group, the study of associations between 
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hypertension and the various factors associated (diabetes vs. 

hypertension, obesity vs hypertension ...). It would be 

relevant to look at the lifestyle of hypertensive people and its 

association with blood pressure control or the contribution of 

this lifestyle in the occurrence of hypertension or in 

increasing its prevalence. 
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